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the Allied peoples, is afire with hope, strife. I» the Balkan conflict the sol- the tinmder of the^M which prodaim The rumor-mongers are at work again.
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partners feeteboundlosly confident, fully that the area of the little kingdom own ews; that, if that day ever comes, cruel reports about Canadian troops were - AT FREDERICTON.
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ÇOBV^tiop flikt their star is rising- “We a similar fate. The Montenegrin W0- it omits one outstanding consideration, -6t. *»hn must decide whether it is go- Cyr.

men are of Spartan mould and they re- which Is that if freedom-American tog to return to the aide, ................
joies- in their ability to take their places freedom1 includftfl-is to be saved at all, plan of government or im 
on the firing lint along with their bus- it must be saved by Treating the assail-; 
bands, sons and brothers. Like the ant of freedom, now.* in Eurotre. not to
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the gradients are almost imperceptible, 
but there is a point of cleavage which 
determines the trend of the rivers either 

, to the Polar Seas or to the tropics.”
’ “Let us take things Ot the worst,” he 
says, end proceeds to assume, for the
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preparing the means of keej 
daughter, with the Panam] 
definitely closed and the id 
of storm and fire contriba 
disturbance of the efturse j 
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outlook for agriculture is j 
ing. The manufacturers of J 
feeling the situation keen! 
fanning community, whiq 
largely on fertilisers for pj 
likely to feel it no less acuj 

Acid phosphate, for insl 
somewhat mitigate toe potej 
But, aside from the greater! 
it, toe sulphuric add used 1 
facture is being bought j 
peaceful purposes. The ami 
photic add used in maldi 
superphosphate could be si 
facturera of ammunition f<

assumes that toe Allies, while keep
ing a grip upon Salonika, will decide to 
evacuate the peninsula of GalHpoU and 
employ the troops now there for the de
fence of Egypt or some other duty. 
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He In Convalescent Home.
Private Gordon Cogger, of Woodstock, 

now of the 66th, who has been ill for 
several weeks, is now recovering and in 
an interesting letter to his mother speaks 
of toe excellent care he received during 
hie illness. He toys in part;

“I am now at a convalesce»* home 
near Worldngham. The home belonged 
to John Walters and was given to ttic 
Canadian government for the sick and
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here to get back my 
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and has been
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Seaboard of Asia Minor, and with 
Salonika as a base we should be on the have been locked up
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SP'bjf a Canadian 
lit#,: according to 
«6» Of the party 
eut soldiers, says 
he 'inventor of the

agent is Sergeant Percy 
RniOi a member of the 

md he has been working 
Bgirit the substance for 
M*li declared. Soi
led say that experiments 

_ Ft* the Nova Scotian in 
____ : of representatives of the 
vwar oflee, who now hold the 
(maruts. Asked as to whether the 
. authorities intended to use the 
as, several of toe returned men 
that, according to their belief, the 

might employ toe substance in 
pOorootanel. toe Huns to forego toe 
fe o^ their chlorine vapprs.

to the returned soldiers theX 
gas invented by toe Canadian wUl be so 
terrible that the enemy will never want 
to use their gas. It is a combination of 
chemicals from which lt la impossible to 
escape, it is declared, because of the fact 
that it explodes when It comes into con
tact with certain materials. In a recent 
experiment in which a cat was used as a 
victim, the animal was killed instantly, 
although only a small quantity was re
leased. They say that Sergeant Law
rence has been working so hard In the| 
perfection of the gaseous substance that 
be has become broken down, hut the 
combustible is now ready for practical 
usage in the fleldçMMWMtÉH^^B 

Sergeant Lawrence is toe sen of ->| 
Nova Scotia newspaper man and 
formerly a member of toe 76th Regiment 
of the Canadian militia.
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NEW TREATMENT Tt 
KNOCKS RHITHE NEW YEAR AND tHB WAR.

To speak or to think Of toe New Year 
is to speak or think of the war, and to 
hope that 1918 will- brihg victory and 
peace. The world has never before seen, 

the Anglo-French arms to the West and never again win see, such a New Year’s 
of Russia to the Best” , Day. The world is on fire; toe con-

A* for the task in the West, he makes flagration is greater 
no effort to minimize it. The German was a year ago, and as the thunder- and 
forces, he says, have not only to be crash of war drown the pealing bells

that mark the Coming of a new dl " 
of time, there ti forced upon 
the conviction that this year will bring 
high tide to the World struggle, that we 

suer me winter uivuuid u»,e »,r- have not yet experienced the fiercest 
depleted Germany’s fighting tine, days of the trial by fire, that the peak 

that nation will find it difficult to main- of toe titanic conflict ti before us. 
tain successfully her hundreds of miles 
of contact with her enemies. He warns 
us that Germany will not be starved 
cut, “though famine may clamor to her war 
streets. She will 8e beaten by the loss 
of fighting men, by the growing superior
ity of the Allies, by the steady advance 

. of the fully equipped armies of Britain,
France and Russia. Nothing but taras- 

SU , ion will bring hfer to terms, dtilHuston- 
ze South Germany and isolate Prussia."

Of Germany's whole eastern. enter- shall never again be so near defea
irise he says that the enormous rein- we were in the early months of — ,—........... ....... -rT-
îoreements demanded by the lengthening] war.” the Allies may say, studying toe on the firing line 
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driven out of Belgium, but to be “driven 
beyond the fringe of German territory, 
far inland, by the tremendous impact of 
our attack." He thinks it reasonable 
that after the winter months have fur-
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Embargo on Grain to Port Arthur.
Calgary, Dec. 80—It was annotieecd 

by Canadian Northern railway official-.
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